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SPECTACULAR SOUTH AFRICA

Bird Island
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in Lamberts Bay boasts
the world’s most accessible Cape gannet colony
of more than 25 000 birds, captured here by
Mark Serra against a dramatic backdrop
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CHECK-IN LETTERS

YOUR SECRET
little black book address

Where is that secret spot that every traveller
should experience, if only they knew about it?

Pssst …
“Waterval Farm (082 878 1358) near
Porterville (140km from Cape Town). Magical
for camping or staying in a chalet, with an
enchanting stream as well as waterfalls
and wooded areas for hikers to enjoy.”
– Belinda Virét

WIN
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LETTER
OF THE
MONTH

CAPTAIN’S
CORNER

A century, and then some

Dear Mango
I’m experiencing déjà
vu. I boarded the Mango
flight from Cape Town to
Durban this morning, as
I did exactly one year ago.
The reason? To celebrate
my father’s 101st birthday.
Yes, 101 years old!
Last year it was his big
100, and all the members
of the family that live
in Cape Town flew to
Durban with Mango
for the celebration. We
felt like a mini-sports
team in transit.

Unfortunately, due to
the current financial
crisis we weren’t all able
to fly this year, but I was
very fortunate to be able
to fly my son at the last
minute. As I was doing
my online check-in,
I noticed last-minute
cheap flights and
quickly booked one
for him so that he too
could celebrate with
his grandad, whom
he loves dearly.
We’re having an
amazing time and are
about to tuck into his

chocolate birthday cake –
thankfully it doesn’t
have 101 candles on
it. My dad is smiling in
his chair, my mom is
serving the cake and I’m
thankful that Mango
has enabled this magical
family celebration by
bringing us together.
And, who knows Mango,
maybe I’ll be booking
flights again in June
2010 for my father’s
102nd birthday …
Thank you, Mango!
Mandy Millsap

What are the takeoff
and landing speeds of
a Mango aircraft?

T

Captain John explains.

he takeoff and
landing speeds
of the B737 depend
on the weight of the
aircraft. Average takeoff
weight is 68 000kg to
70 000kg. The takeoff
speed, with flaps
extended to 5˚, is about
280 km/h. Landing
speed at 64 000kg with
flaps extended to 40˚
is 260km/h. The speed

for landing with flaps
completely retracted
would increase to
360km/h – a difference
of 100km/h! Flaps
change the shape of the
wing and increase wing
area, so increasing
lift generated by
the wing. Flaps can
only be extended at
the slow speeds for
takeoff and landing.

Congratulations Mandy, you’ve
won a Sansa Clip from SanDisk worth R529.
Can’t bear to leave your tunes at home when you take off for
the weekend? Just clip on a Sansa Clip – it’s the small MP3
player with the big sound.
Travel with your music, favourite FM stations and audio
books. It’s your life on the move. For more information
and stockists, visit www.tudortech.co.za.
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WRITE IN AND WIN
Share your Mango travel tale with us and you
could win a fabulous prize. Send your letter to
mangojuice@newmediapub.co.za or via snail
mail to Juice Letters, PO Box 440, Green Point,
8051. See pg 58 for competition details.
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YOU’VE WON!

CHECK-IN SNAPPED
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WIN AN LG PHONE!
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CHECK-IN SHOPPING

Cocktail hour
Time to toast the party vibe.
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CHECK-IN DESIGN FILE

E

bony Design (1 Huguenot St, Franschhoek. 021 876
4477 or www.ebonydesign.co.za) has a stylish mix
of amalgamated contemporary and African styles. Dewald
Prinsloo, Leonard de Villiers and Marc Stanes work closely with
other creative minds to conceptualise and design bespoke SA
furniture. Wood, stainless steel, fabric and animal hides are
the building blocks for the locally manufactured items.

An on-site art gallery, curated by Marc Stanes, features artworks
by Gordon Vorster, Sibusiso Duma, Carl Buchner, Olaf Bisschoff and
Peter Clarke. Ceramicists and sculptors include Dylan Lewis, Andile
Dyalvane and Warrick Kemp. New names and artworks are constantly
added. Dewald and Leonard offer an interior design service for
residential and corporate customers (who include Woolworths and
Old Mutual) as well as a service for weddings and private parties.

How to spot a fake

REAL
G
THIN

Trade in counterfeit products in South Africa is costing the country close on R2 billion a year.

Fake #1 – the Jimmy Choo bag
1. The H in Choo is crossed high up on the legs.
In fakes the bar is often crossed in the centre.
2. The lining should be real moleskin or
suede – in a fake it will be a synthetic suedefeel material.
3. The stitching on a fake is inferior and out of
line. Never on a real Jimmy Choo bag.

Fake #2 – the regal Rolex
1. Fakes have a clear caseback and you can see the
inside; a real Rolex has a solid, smooth metal backing.
2. Serial numbers are engraved on the case’s side
between the lugs (the protruding metal to which the
strap is attached). Check numbers on www.rolex.com.
3. A real Rolex has a 3D hologram sticker on the
caseback that changes when viewed from different
angles. A replica has a repetitious Rolex pattern but
doesn’t change when viewed from other angles.
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4. The real-deal bag will be of real calf, napa or other
exotic leather such as python.
5. Real Jimmy Choo bags are sold with a card inside
that vouches for its authenticity.
6. The detail on a real bag is in gold, never silver, and
the zipper is the same colour as the bag.
7. Price: a real Choo starts at R11 400.
Call Jimmy Choo (021 418 8506).

4. A lens attached to the crystal over the date
magnifies the aperture 2.5 times. Fake Rolex watches
offer only 1.5 magnification; some replicas feature a
larger date to give the illusion of bigger magnification.
5. The real Rolex is quite heavy; fakes use inferior
parts, making them lighter.
6. A certificate of authenticity guarantees the watch
is real and must accompany all sales.
7. Price: a real Rolex starts at R15 000.
Call Philip Zetler Jewellers (021 423 2771).
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OBJECTS OF
DESIRE

The perfect balance

Naturally

How to keep your
immune system healthy
The human body was created to heal itself with the help of a
healthy, balanced immune system. Modern day society has
placed the immune system under immense pressure. As a
result of a poor diet, preservatives, food processing and stress,
many of the essential vitamins, minerals, amino acids and
omegas are lost.
IMSYSER is a 100% natural product. No chemicals are
used or added during the manufacturing process of the
active ingredients. No ingredients are subtracted and no
concentrations are used. The whole process is done by simply
using the whole plant. Care has been taken to use only
medicinal plants and plants that are used in a normal diet. That
is one of the reasons that IMSYSER is safe to use for pregnant
woman and even small children. IMSYSER can be taken with any
prescription medication and we advise users NOT to replace
prescription medication with IMSYSER.
IMSYSER was developed as an immune stabilizer and NOT an
immune booster. The reason being that all immune related
conditions are divided into two sections namely:
1)

UNDER EFFECTIVE immune system diseases
like viral infections as colds, ﬂu, HIV/Aids,
etc. That means there is more attacking cells than
ﬁghter cells (also called T-cells) and that the viral
cells are rapidly killing the T-cells and weakens the
immune system.

2)

OVER EFFECTIVE immune system diseases or
also called AUTO-IMMUNE diseases like allergies,
asthma, arthritis, certain cancers, etc. That
means that there are too many T-cells and that
these cells are ﬁghting the immune system rather
than helping it.

Therefore the ideal is to have a well stabilised or balanced
immune system. IMSYSER will detox, feed and stabilise your
immune system

© iStockphoto

All essential vitamins & minerals
All essential amino acids
Omega 3,6 & 9
Approved by most medical aids
Available at pharmacies and health shops
Tel: 0860 103 059
www.imsyser.co.za

CHECK-IN PROFILE

Life of braaiing
When Jan Scannell was grilled for proclaiming
Heritage Day National Braai Day, he changed the
name of his pet project to Braai4Heritage. The aim’s
the same — to celebrate SA’s favourite pastime and
encourage a day of celebration on 24 September.
(when you tell others)
and word of nose (when
others smell your braai).
Wood fire or charcoal?
As long as it’s not gas!
It’s OK to use charcoal
on weeknights when
you’re pressed for time.

What’s the best way
to braai a steak?
The coals should be
extremely hot. I’m not
talking Sports Illustrated
Swimsuit Edition here. I’m
talking Pirelli Calendar!
Braai a steak for three
minutes on each side. The

(Boksburg, Benoni and
Brakpan) and you eat
your steak overcooked.
The future of braaiing –
what’s in store?
When I visit other
countries, apart from
spreading the gospel, I eat

So

you braai for a
living – what’s that like?
It’s exactly the opposite
of a Karoo lamb, who
lives for a braaiing.
How integral is braaiing
to our culture?
Our passion for lighting a
fire and cooking our food
on the resultant coals is
the common denominator
among South Africans.
We speak 11 different

12

languages and are all the
colours of the rainbow,
but we all braai.
Who is The Tongmaster?
That would be me. Not
to be confused with
thongmasters like Steve
and Joost. Woodtjopper
and Spicegirl also help
with the management of
www.braai4heritage.co.za.
Due to our limited budget
we rely on word of mouth

juice « September 2009

The best wood for a
regte [real] braai?
The versatility of
blackwattle for
kaggel [fireplace] and
outdoor use makes it
my wood of choice.
If you’re in the Cape,
get wingerdstompies
[grapevine stumps].
When Archbishop Tutu
and I braaied African
[continent]-shaped Tbone steaks last year,
it was on these coals.

standard combination
is: braai for two minutes,
turn, three minutes, turn,
one minute, remove from
coals. Remember: with
every turn of the meat
some juices get lost. Only
salt a side once it’s seen
the coals. If your steak is
not braaied enough after
six minutes it can be for
one of only two reasons
– either your coals aren’t
hot enough, or you’re
from the B Triangle

the local food. With the
influx of foreigners for
the 2010 Fifa World Cup,
the demand for braaied
food will be immense.
Are we ready for this?
Parting wisdom?
You can always put meat
back onto the fire, but
once it’s overcooked,
you can not reverse
that. That’s quite deep
in a way … May the
wors be with you!
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It’s exactly the opposite of a
Karoo lamb, who lives for a braaiing

Advertisement

Statistics show that heart
disease is on the increase
among South Africans of all
races and sexes. Being heart
smart could save your life!

Matters of the heart
Get active
Regular exercise helps to keep the
heart healthy and enables it to
pump blood with less effort. It also
helps to lower blood pressure and
cholesterol levels. People who are
inactive tend to be overweight.
Experts recommend at least 30
minutes of moderate exercise for
most days of the week, like brisk
walking, cycling or any other activity
that will increase your heart rate.
The activity must be something
that you like so that you can
maintain your exercise programme
for the rest of your life.

W

are digging our own
graves by eating the
wrong foods and
getting no or little
exercise, both of which
cause us to gain weight.
Little wonder that the latest research
shows that after HIV/AIDS, lifestyle
diseases, such as cardiovascular disease, is
emerging as the biggest cause of death
among South Africans .
According to researchers at the Medical
Research Council (MRC), about 33 South
Africans die from heart attacks and 60 die
from strokes each day.
Even worse is that most of these deaths
are of people under 65. It is expected that
by 2031, premature deaths as a result of
heart disease among people aged 35 years

to 64 years will increase to 41%.
Researchers also predict that by 2020,
heart disease can surpass HIV/AIDS as
number-one killer, with strokes at number
four.
The World Health Organisation
predicts an epidemic of cardiovascular disease in developing countries, including
South Africa.
Another scary statistic is that contrary
to popular belief, heart disease is not a
white male-only problem.
One out of four South African women
under the age of 65 is affected and heart
disease is the cause of 20% of all deaths in
women. Women are more likely to die of
heart disease than their male counterparts.
Statistics show that a woman has a 50%
chance of dying during her first heart

Advertisement
attack. Should she survive there is a 38%
likelihood that she will die within a year.
Post-menopausal women are at the
greatest risk of developing heart disease.
According to Prof. Krisela Steyn of the
MRC’s chronic lifestyle disease unit the
major causes of heart disease are a lack of
exercise, smoking and poor diet.
Her team has found that about half of
all South Africans get little or no exercise
while millions are overweight.
Recent local studies found that more
that 17% of teenagers are overweight while
4% were obese.
Lifestyle changes that can dramatically
lower the risk of developing heart disease
are stopping smoking, reducing cholesterol
levels, controlling hypertension, losing
weight and exercising regularly.
A factor that plays a major role in heart
health is diet. Some foods increase the risk,
while others will protect the heart against
diseases.
Refined and fatty
foods, particularly fried
foods, are detrimental
to the cardiovascular
system since they
increase cholesterol
levels and lead to
weight gain, which in turn can cause high
blood pressure.
Unrefined, whole foods and fresh fruit
and vegetables have a protective effect
because they are high in antioxidants.
Scientists believe antioxidants can play
a major role in keeping the cardiovascular
system healthy since they protect against
the damaging effect of free radicals by neutralising them before they can do damage.
Research shows a strong correlation
between high free-radical levels and heart
disease.
Unfortunately not even a healthy diet
can guarantee that you take in sufficient
antioxidants. Foods can lose up to 90% of
their nutritional value during growing,
harvesting and cooking.
That is why it is crucial to take
antioxidant supplements such as
PROCYDIN. It’s made from grape-seed
extract, which is one of the richest sources
of proanthocyanidins, also known as
oligomeric proanthocyanidin complexes
(OPC).
Proanthocyanidin antioxidants are
considered to be among the most powerful
available today.
Numerous recent studies demonstrate
that the level of antioxidants may be a more

significant factor in determining the risk of
developing heart disease than
cholesterol levels.
Antioxidants prevent the oxidation of
cholesterol and any initial damage to the
arteries that can ultimately lead to their
hardening.
Proanthocyanidins have in animal
studies been shown to lower blood
cholesterol levels and reduce cholesterol
deposits in the arteries. They may have
similar benefits for humans, which is why
they should be considered a necessary food
in the prevention and treatment of
atherosclerosis.
Proanthocyanidins may also help to
improve blood circulation by strengthening
capillary walls. This is especially important
for people with compromised circulatory
systems, such as stroke victims, diabetics,
arthritics, smokers, oral contraceptive users
and people with general cardiovascular
insufficiencies.
Grape-seed extract
lowered the blood
pressure of patients
who participated in a
University of
California, Davis
Health System study,
which assessed the benefits of the extract
for people with high blood pressure. It was
the first human clinical trial to assess the
effect of grape-seed extract on people with
metabolic syndrome, a combination of risk
factors that increase the risk of heart
disease, including high blood pressure,
excess abdominal body weight, high blood
cholesterol fats and high blood sugar.
The patients were divided into three
groups of eight. The first group received a
placebo, while the second and third groups
received 150 mg and 300 mg respectively
of grape-seed extract. All participants'
blood pressure was automatically measured
and recorded for 12 hours after ingestion.
Participants in the two groups receiving
grape-seed extract experienced an equal
degree of reduced blood pressure.
The average drop in systolic pressure
(that’s the first – or higher number – in a
blood-pressure reading which determines
whether a person has high blood pressure)
was 12 millimetres, while the average drop
in diastolic pressure (the second number)
was 8 millimetres.
The moral of the story is that you can
reduce your risk of heart disease through
lifestyle changes and by taking a powerful
antioxidant like PROCYDIN.

Diet important
in preventing
heart disease

For natural
protection
Apart from exercising and eating
healthily, taking an antioxidant like
PROCYDIN will give you a head start
to a healthier heart.
PROCYDIN is made from
grape-seed extract, which contains the
powerful antioxidant complex called
proanthocyanidins.
Research has shown that this
complex can play a significant role in
keeping the heart and cardiovascular
system healthy and protecting cells and
arteries against free radical damage. It
can benefit the cardiovascular system in
many ways:
● It can help to strengthen artery walls
by suppressing enzymes that break
down collagen. It also stimulates
collagen production. Collagen is the
building block of veins.
● It can help to protect against heart
disease as it destroys free radicals
before they damage the low-density
lipoproteins (LDL) turning them
into bad cholesterol, which can build
up in the inner walls of arteries. LDL
is a major cholesterol carrier in blood
and also needs antioxidants to
prevent it from becoming “bad”.
● It can help to prevent clots from
forming in the coronary arteries.
● It can help to normalise blood
pressure. Research has shown that
proanthocyanidins have an effect on
the endothelium, the innermost layer
of arterial blood vessels that expands
and contracts in response to blood
flow, thereby reducing blood
pressure.
PROCYDIN is listed with
the SA Medicines Control
Council as a nutritional
supplement. Do not use it
as a medicine or in place
of medication.

PROCYDIN is
available at
pharmacies.
For more information call 042 293 1278,
or e-mail: valuedlife@epweb.co.za
or log onto www.procydin.com

CHECK-IN WINE

SOMMELIER SUCCESS

White magic
» so affordable

» so quaffable

» so a big treat

Mortimer has amassed
an incredible amount
of knowledge in a very
short space of time. He
spends all his free time
studying and visits wine
farms whenever he can.”
Mortimer was the
regional winner of
the same competition
last year. This year, he
received top marks
in the final exam,
which included blind
tastings of wines from
around the world.

9

Spring’s arrival is imminent, so toast the
lighter mood with Leigh Robertson’s delicious,
food-friendly whites.

Graham Beck Waterside
Chardonnay 2009, R36*
A fresh and classic wine
for any occasion, it’ll
go down a treat even
among the ABC (Anything
But Chardonnay)
crowd. Its citrus-laced
zestiness is balanced
with creaminess from
time spent on the lees.
The screw top means
it’s great for spring
picnics with cold roast
chicken and mayo.

Kleine Zalze Chardonnay
Barrel Fermented 2008,
R54* Big, bold and walletfriendly, this Stellenbosch
wine is a sure winner
for those who love their
Chardonnays with
elegant whiffs of French
oak. Buttery-gold in
colour, it’s balanced with
a fresh finish, so dishes
(and palates) won’t be
overwhelmed – try it with
mushroom risotto and
Parmesan cheese.

Circumstance Chenin
Blanc 2008, R78* The
maiden harvest from
new Helderberg winery,
Waterkloof, offers this
stylishly packaged
Chenin made from
old bushvine-vineyard
grapes. Barrel-matured,
it’s neither shy nor
retiring: complex and
full-bodied with hints of
citrus and honey. Go for
grilled fish or spicy fare.
* approximate retail price
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M

International Wine
List awards, had never
tasted wine when he
joined Pezula in 2005.
Werner Wentzel,
Pezula’s food and
beverage manager and
wine director, has been
mentoring him for the
past four years. Says
Werner: “In all my years
in the industry I have
not come across anyone
with more passion
for wine and for the
service and sale of wine.

ortimer
Bester, a 24year-old wine
steward at Pezula Resort
Hotel & Spa, has won
the national leg of the
Chaîne de Rôtisseurs’
Jeunes (Young)
Sommeliers contest
and represents South
Africa at the finals in
the UK this month.
Mortimer, who was
named Best Wine
Steward in SA in last
year’s Diners Club

until 11
September:
it’s the
annual
RMB
WineX festival at
the Cape Town
International
Convention Centre.
Expect the presence
of more than 250
different wineries
from around the
world. Check out
www.winex.co.za
for more info.

CHECK-IN FOOD

Strawberry and
meringue sugar cones
6 sugar cones for serving

For meringue
2 free-range egg whites
2/3 cup of caster sugar
1 teaspoon red-wine vinegar
2 teaspoons icing sugar, plus
extra for dusting

For vanilla cream
1 cup whipping cream
2 tablespoons caster sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla essence

To fill and assemble Chop
most of the strawberries, reserving
a few for decoration. Fill the
cones with chopped strawberry.
Top with layers of meringue,
vanilla cream and strawberry.
Serve immediately.
Cook’s notes Sugar
cones are available
from ice-cream stores.
The meringue
can be made
in advance
and stored.

For filling
600g strawberries
You may think there’s nothing left
to say about the classic combo of
fresh strawberries and sugary, crisp
meringue, yet it continues to seduce.
To make the meringue Preheat
oven to 150°C. Using an electric mixer
on a high speed, combine the egg
whites, caster sugar and vinegar for
10 minutes. Fold in the icing sugar.
Place the meringue mixture in a
piping bag with a small tube. Dust a
tray with icing sugar then pipe 6 large
and 6 smaller round discs, according
to the size of the sugar cones you’ll
be using. Pipe 6 smaller rounds with
a swirl to complete the cone (these
rounds should resemble ice cream
scoops.) Bake for 40 minutes, until
crisp and dry. Cool on trays.
To make the vanilla cream Whip
the cream, caster sugar and vanilla
essence, until soft peaks form.
Transfer the mixture to a piping bag.

From Woolworths
Taste The Cookbook
with recipe by
Maranda Engelbrecht

WIN

We’re giving away a copy
of Woolworths Taste The
Cookbook. With over 85
recipes from foodies
Abigail Donnelly, Maranda
Engelbrecht and Phillippa
Cheifitz, you can make
meals that are “everyday
easy”, “smart and sassy” or
“gourmet glamour”.
SMS “Taste” to 34001
before 1 October. SMS
costs R2 each. See pg 58
for competition details.
Woolworths Taste The
Cookbook (R299.95) is
available at selected
Woolworths stores and
Exclusive Books.

South Africa has the best Camembert in the world!
Paarl’s Fairview Wine and
Cheese Estate (Suid-Agter
Paarl Rd. 021 863 2450)
creamed the competition
when it claimed top honours
in the Camembert class
at the 2009 World Cheese
Awards in London. The
flagship Roydon Camembert
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cheese previously won gold
(2003 to 2005) and once again
rose to the occasion this year.
“Camembert and Brie are key
focuses for Fairview and a lot of
research, benchmarking and trials
go into the constant improvement
of our offerings,” says cheese
maker Louis Lourens. “We include

a percentage of goat’s milk in the
Roydon, which adds a richness
and complexity of flavour.”
Sample Fairview’s worldclass delights at the estate’s
restaurant, The Goatshed (021
863 3609), or stock up on the
Camembert, available at selected
supermarkets countrywide.
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Ingredients

CHECK-IN VACATIONER
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Roses are red, violets are blue, why not take in a ﬂower festival or two …

CHECK-IN VACATIONER
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Indian heritage comes to SA
The Shared Histories: The Indian Experience promises a
dazzling display of Indian culture around South Africa.

AcaVSSZO@O[O\
^S`T]`[W\UZWdS
eWbVAO[;WZZa

Our rates are:

Just Google
Mr Parking

Rate

Day

Rate

1

R80

9

R450

2

R120

10

R480

3

R180

11

R540

4

R240

12

R570

5

R300

13

R600

6

R340

14

R630

7

R390

15

R640

8

R400
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SQ

Expect vibrant events
depicting India’s rich
cultural heritage as well
as interesting dialogues
Resort (036 438 6484
or www.alpinehealth.
co.za) is a must-visit.
Participants can expect
a yoga experience in
gorgeous surroundings.
Don’t miss the Daksha
Sheth Dance Company’s
Sarpagati dance theatre.
Sarpagati, “the way of the
serpent”, is inspired by
snake worship and draws
on its rituals, myths and
symbolism. It’s happening
at The Playhouse

Hassle-free Valet Parking at O.R. Tambo International Airport

•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe & Secure Under Roof Parking
Convenient, No More Searching for Parking Space or Your Car
Clean Car - Hand Washed & Dried
Cheap, Save Time & Money
Travelling Alone, This is Your Solution
Long Term, Short Term & Pool Parking

• 011 396 2647/50/51

Park like a King with the King of Parking®
juice
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Linder Auditorium
(27 St Andrews Rd,
Parktown. 011 717 137)
and on 27 September
with Arts Alive. He’ll
also perform with the
KZN Philharmonic
Orchestra on 1 October
at the Durban City Hall.
For info, visit www.
sharedhistory.co.in or
contact Nafeesa (082
886 2663 or nafeesa@
zamail.co.za). All tickets
through Computicket.

Mr Parking.co.za

Please visit our website at www.mrparking.co.za or call 072 903 8212
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Company (Theatre
Complex, Smith St. 031
369 9555) in Durban on
11 and 12 September and
at the Dance Factory
(President St, Newtown.
011 833 1347) in Jo’burg
from 14 to 17 September.
Acclaimed flautist
Pandit Hari Prasad
Chaurasia will be
performing in Jo’burg
on 26 September at

Mr Parking.co.za

Now!
Book 8212
3
072 90

Day

For spiritual guidance,
visit Zoo Lake in Jo’burg
on 5 September and
Ushaka Marine World
(1 Bell St. 031 328 8000)
in Durban from 8 to
10 September for the
Wellbeing Experience
with yoga sessions,
Ayurvedic products
and organic goodies.
The Wellbeing Retreat
at the Alpine Health

B3FB(/<B63/8=</B6/<
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rom yoga to music
to dancing, Shared
Histories: The
Indian Experience
is going to be a treat.
Happening in Jo’burg and
Durban in September,
expect vibrant events
depicting India’s rich
cultural heritage as well
as interesting dialogues.
From 2 to 6 September,
catch songbird Susheela
Raman live with guitarist
Sam Mills in Gauteng.
Susheela, a Tamil
Londoner, has wowed
audiences with her
distinctive, soulful
sound. She’ll get
crowds moving at
the State Theatre
(320 Pretorius St,
Pretoria. 012 392
4027) on 2 September,
at Latinova (160 Jan
Smuts Ave, Rosebank.
011 447 1006) on
3 September and Zoo
Lake (cnr Jan Smuts
Ave and West World St,
Parkview. 011 483 1017)
on 5 and 6 September. If
you’re in Durban, make
your way to the UKZN
(031 260 1111) on
9 September for her show.

Advertisement

A good night’s sleep is a
prerequisite for glowing
health. If you are so
stressed out that a good
night’s rest remains an
elusive dream, this
supplement may be
the answer.

Take a break from

S

tress is nothing new to mankind. Not only have we been
experiencing it for centuries, our bodies have also been
equipped with special hormones to deal with periods of
stress.
Today, however, our lives are so busy that we are constantly
under stress. High stress levels, and subsequently, high levels of the
stress hormone cortisol, are linked to a weakened immune system,
insomnia, weight gain, high blood pressure, depression and more.
It’s virtually impossible for most of us to eliminate all stress from
our lives, but there are ways to address and reduce stress levels.
For a start, make sure you get a good night’s sleep. Sleeping
deeply and waking up refreshed is a prerequisite for good health.
A good night’s rest plays a critical role in strengthening the body’s
immune defenses.

RELAXING PROPERTIES
If you are already so stressed out that you can only dream of
sleeping soundly and peacefully, PROZEN, a natural, safe dietary
supplement containing Suntheanine®, may just be the answer.
Suntheanine is an enzymatically concentrated version of the
amino acid L-theanine, which is commonly found in green tea.
With approximately 30 mg of caffeine per cup, researchers have
long wondered why green tea creates calmness instead of the
jitters.
Their curiosity led to the discovery of the relaxing properties of
L-theanine, a compound found in tea leaves that was previously
thought to simply give green tea its unique flavour. Because
L-theanine accounts for less than 2% of the weight of dried tea
leaves, you would have to drink six to eight cups of high-quality
green tea to consume a significantly mood-altering dose.
To solve this problem, Japanese researchers developed,
patented and registered Suntheanine. In 1964, the Japanese Ministry
of Health and Welfare approved it as a food supplement and it is
since been widely used in Japan and elsewhere.
Suntheanine is readily absorbed by the brain where it

stress

influences brain chemicals that determine mood, including gamma
aminobutyric acid (gaba), dopamine and serotonin. Unlike many
medications prescribed to calm anxiety, Suntheanine doesn't
cause drowsiness or interfere with mental sharpness. In fact, it
improves concentration and focus.
Human clinical trials have shown that Suntheanine allows you to
relax by stimulating the brain to generate more alpha waves. The
brain emits weak electrical impulses that can be measured. Alpha
waves help muscles to relax and aches and pains caused by stress,
to disappear.
A clinical trial conducted in 2004 at the National Institute of
Mental Health in Japan, demonstrated Suntheanine’s ability to
promote quality sleep. When 200 mg of Suntheanine was taken
before bedtime, it enhanced the quality of sleep of all the test
subjects. In fact, all the participants reported a significantly
reduced need for sleep when using Suntheanine and woke up
feeling refreshed and ready for the day.

NO SIDE EFFECTS
To date, no known drug interaction or side effects have been reported
with the use of Suntheanine. It also is not habit forming or addictive.
PROZEN may be taken at the first signs of stress. People with high
stress levels may increase their dosage to a
maximum of four capsules taken every six hours.
People with sleeping problems may take two to
four capsules about 30 minutes before going to
bed, for improved sleep quality.
Value Added Life, the manufacturer of
PROZEN, has the sole right to the use of
Suntheanine in South Africa.

Available at pharmacies or visit the website
at www.valueaddedlife.com
For inquiries call 042 293 1278.
E-mail: valuedlife@epweb.co.za.

CHECK-IN VACATIONER
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WORLD’S BEST

S
Rejuvenate and refresh in our traditionally
historic village and discover more than what
you would expect.
˚
The Victorian 1906 Hotel in Montagu
offers all the personal touches of a guest
house with the contemporary luxury
of a boutique hotel.
˚

Discover Montagu.
Discover The Vic.

outh Africa
scored a double
whammy when
two local five-star luxury
concerns were voted
World’s Best in their
respective categories.
Bushmans Kloof
Wilderness Reserve and
Retreat (021 481 1860,
027 482 8200 or www.
bushmanskloof.co.za)
took top honours when
it was voted Best Hotel
in the World overall, as
well as Number One
Lodge/Resort in the Travel
+ Leisure 2009 World’s
Best Awards – a reader

survey. Roughly 270km
out of Cape Town, at the
foothills of the Cederberg,
the retreat offers a
spectacular wilderness
experience and is best
known for its legacy of
more than 130 ancient
Bushman rock-art sites.
Sister-property, The
Twelve Apostles Hotel
and Spa (Victoria Rd,
Camps Bay. 021 437 9000
or www.12apostleshotel.
com) was voted Number
One City Hotel in Africa
and the Middle East. The
hotel perches on the
beautiful winding Victoria

Road that leads from
Camps Bay to Hout Bay
at the foot of the Twelve
Apostles mountain range.
The winners were
honoured at an award
ceremony held at
Cooper Square Hotel
in New York in July.
The 14th annual
World’s Best Awards
survey had readers rate
hotels on rooms and
facilities, location, service,
restaurants/food and
value. Awards and results
can be viewed online at
www.travelandleisure.
com/worldsbest.

WIN
4 STAR HOTEL ¥ RESTAURANT ¥ FUNCTIONS

Tel: +27(0)23 614 2440 ¥ www.thevictorian.co.za
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One lucky Juice reader can
win a Canon PowerShot SX110
IS worth R2 999! To enter, SMS “Canon”,
along with your name and surname to
34001 before 1 October. SMS costs R2. See
page 58 for competition details.

B3FB(23<D3@93GB:3

We love

the new Canon PowerShot
SX110 IS. It packs a punch while
remaining surprisingly lightweight for its solid construction.
Features like the 10-time optical zoom, image stabiliser, face- and
motion-detection technology, and the user-friendly “easy mode”
makes snapping photos with this nine megapixel wonder a
breeze. Experienced users can opt for full manual control, giving
you carte blanche over every shot, while the zoom function
delivers excellent telephoto reach. The SX110’s performance
and features make it a viable option as an SLR (single-lens
reflex) camera user’s backup.

CHECK-IN PROPERTY

was, anyway. Now the YMCA building on the corner of Rissik and Smit streets in
Braamfontein has been converted into a mixed-use development, Aengus Lifestyle
Properties’ biggest to date. Phase one – the residential tower – was completed at the
end of last month. Phase two – the commercial zone – is earmarked for completion
by the end of September 2009.

14.9

million rand: the value of a cash sale of a home
at Durban’s Pearls of Umhlanga. The same
area recorded another cash sale of R8 million.

SLICKER CITY

P

retoria is adding
another feather
to its cap with the
construction of Menlyn
Maine City Precinct,
scheduled for completion
late-2010. Adjacent
to the Menlyn Park
business and retail node,
it will comprise retail,
restaurant, residential
and hotel spaces.
Developers – which
include Equity Estates,
Nedbank, Absa, Ice
Finance and GP Property
Investment Holdings
– have committed
R76 million to a roadnetwork upgrade and
R45 million to a new
electricity substation.
The development
is touted to become
“southern Africa’s
ultimate green connected
city”, complying with

26

the Green Star Rating
system and adopting
intelligent urban design
principles and a strong
eco-consciousness.
Locally produced or
recycled products will
be used where possible
to minimise the carbon
footprint of construction.

juice « September 2009

High-efficiency lighting,
ballasts, lighting controls,
centralised geysers and
building automation
systems will help achieve
prescribed green aims.
Residential development
accounts for 85 000m2;
scenic landscaped
parklands, 5 700m2;

boutique and luxury
hotels, 15 000m2; retail
space, 35 000m2; and
a number of businessdedicated buildings (six of
which have already been
designed, ranging from
6 000m2 to 15 000m2 in
size) will round off the
230 000m2 precinct.

Property
round-up
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It’s fun to stay at the YMCA … Well, it

THINGS CHANGE.
SO SHOULD YOUR HOME LOAN.
YOUR FUTURE LITTLE BUNDLE OF JOY.
MAYBE IT’LL BE A GIRL, MAYBE A BOY.
WHAT IF IT’S A GIRL AND A BOY?
INTRODUCING THE FIRST HOME LOAN
TO CHANGE WHEN YOU NEED IT TO.
BECAUSE IN LIFE, ANYTHING’S CONCEIVABLE.

THB/27455/2/MA

CALL 0860 2 4 6 8 10 TODAY
OR VISIT WWW.SAHOMELOANS.COM

A FRESH APPROACH TO HOME FINANCE
Terms and conditions apply. Please refer to our website for further details. SA Home Loans is a registered credit provider. Registration Number NCRCP1735.

BUSINESS INTERVIEW LEE-ANN DU TOIT

Crunching

numbers

Marketing and mathematics aren’t exactly similar career paths, but Momentum Health and Multiply’s LeeAnn du Toit likes having the odds stacked against her. The head of marketing, Lee-Ann (34) is also one of the
only females on the corporation’s executive board. Gerhard Uys gets to know the woman behind the title.

What made you decide to become an actuary?
I always excelled at maths and wanted to work
in the business world. There are so few actuaries
in the world and very few eventually succeed.
Why focus on healthcare?
Momentum started something completely new,
which excited me. This industry is extremely
complex and has an incredible number of
different dynamics and role players. We need
to consider, consult and negotiate with our
regulators (the Department of Health – consider
the impact of National Health Insurance, and the
Council of Medical Schemes), our board trustees
and principal officers, our providers (hospital
groups, doctors, specialists, pharmacists,
primary-care networks), our brokers, senior
management of employer groups, and our
clients – the scheme members. Healthcare is
an emotive issue, so the decisions we make
are always tremendously challenging.
You seem to excel in uncertain environments.
That’s where the greatest opportunities to
create new innovative solutions are. I love
creating structure in uncertainty. I am not
into maintaining what is there; I enjoy
changing things.
How does one become good at your line
of work?
Relentless focus on excellence, a thorough
understanding of clients’ needs, clear
communication, endurance, a willingness
to make mistakes and embrace challenges,
and an openness to try new things. And then,
your team – there is no way any individual
can make a success on their own.
Was it a milestone to be elected to the
executive team of the healthcare division?
Yes! I was the first and initially the only woman
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FIVE
THINGS I’M
GLAD I DID

on that team and was originally appointed as chief
healthcare actuary. It was tough in the beginning and
I was a bit of an outsider as the rest of the team was
older and mostly male, but I saw it as an opportunity.
My role has changed since then and I am now the
marketing executive for the healthcare company of
Momentum. I think one should embrace your rareness
and not kowtow to the norm, in that way you can add
to what the team already has. I am lucky to be part of
a company that embraces diversity and values each of
us for what we can add to the business.

My father taught me that
long-lasting business relationships
are key and that you can only
achieve them if you act with
integrity, and always deliver
Who were your life mentors?
Mom and Dad. My father taught me that longlasting business relationships are key and that you
can only achieve them if you act with integrity,
and always deliver. My mother taught me to love.
She also gave me a strong spiritual foundation.
You’re a mentor yourself. How do you approach
someone that’s young and new in the industry?
I tell them it’s not going to be easy, and that they’ll
need to make sacrifices. But the rewards will
be great. I suggest that they see their careers as
part of an incredible journey; to be open to new
experiences. If you’re willing to try new things you
have a good chance of becoming well-rounded
and experienced. To quote Oprah Winfrey: “The

1

Took the risk
to move out
of my comfort
zone and take
on a new role
in marketing.

greatest discovery of all time is that you can change
your future by merely changing your attitude.”
How did you meet your husband?
I’ve been married to Gielie du Toit for 13 years. We
met when I was just 14 and he was 19 – we belonged
to the same tennis club and were sent to fetch a
ball one day. We liked each other from the get-go.
We have two kids, Hannah (6) and Ruben (4).
What do your children do that cracks you up?
So many things! But I have to single out when we
dance together. We blare funky music and just go
mad. My son has break-dance moves that almost
dislocate his limbs, and my daughter works her
ballerina moves. It’s incredibly entertaining!
If you could have one superpower, what would it be?
Splitting myself in two. The working hours and trips
away wouldn’t make me miss out on family time.
What mistakes would you repeat?
All of them – I wouldn’t be the person I am today
without them.
What’s the worst advice you’ve ever received?
“It is not the ideal career for a woman to pursue.”
That was the response when I asked about becoming
an actuary. I felt it was all the more reason to do it.
I love a challenge, and I love proving people wrong.
What don’t your colleagues know about you?
They probably think that I don’t have a domesticated
hair on my head. I really love cooking up a storm and
wowing guests with food that grabs their taste buds.
You jog and hike …
Jogging gets me on my own with my thoughts,
and hiking takes me to beautiful spots.

2

Endured the
extremely
challenging road
and completed my
qualification as
an actuary.

3

Always stayed
true to myself and
what I believe in, even
if sometimes I could’ve
progressed further
and faster with more
money. I wouldn’t have
been inherently happy
with the decision made.

4

Had my two
incredible children
– they’re my joy!

5

Married Gielie,
my soul mate.
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ALL ABOARD
The Passenger Rail Agency
of South Africa (Prasa) has successfully launched a
new intercity commuter express train service – the
fifth of its kind since 2007 and the second Business
Express train between Pretoria and Johannesburg.
The train, which seats 530, offers motorists a
cost-effective alternative to road travel (and traffic
jams). A monthly boarding fare of R750 buys you
a daily 70-minute ride from Pretoria to Jo’burg and
back on the Tshwane Business Express, on-board
attendants as well as refreshments, free daily
newspapers, Wi-Fi internet access and restrooms.
Secure parking at stations and a complimentary
shuttle service are available for stops within a
15km radius of the city. The first train departs
from Pretoria at 5:40am, while the second leaves at
6:15am and the stops before Jo’burg are at Centurion
and Kempton Park. On the return journey, the trains
depart from Jo’burg at 5:05pm and 5:30pm.
The promise of the Business Express concept,
according to Prasa CEO Tshepo Lucky Montana, is
to deliver on a world-class commuter rail service,
which aims to be efficient, affordable, punctual and
reliable. Other luxury commuter trains in operation
include the Soweto (Naledi to Soweto), Khayelitsha
(Khayelitsha to Cape Town), and Premium (Cape
Town to Strand) Business Expresses.
a
=\P]O`RObbS\RO\b
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CRAFTING
AN ECONOMY
A collaboration rewards informal artists.
For informal crafters and
artists in and around
Jo’burg, the Gauteng
Craft and Design Centre
(CDC) (cnr Rivonia Rd
and West St, Sandton.
011 881 6431) is a
welcome relief.
The centre is backed by
the City of Johannesburg,
the Gauteng provincial
government and the
Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI).
A 2008 study showed
that creative industries
contribute R33 billion to
Gauteng’s economy
every year and create
direct employment for
over 60 000 people.
Despite this, many
creative workers still
lack capital and need
help in marketing and
growing their business.
“The CDC is a one-stop
shop for crafters and
designers and will play a
facilitating role
in the sector with
regards to marketing,

training, information
dissemination and
hosting regular industry
forums. The vision is to
place handmade
products on the
local map and
bridge the gap
between
consumers and
producers,”
explains Annabell
Lebethe, Director
Creative Industries,
Gauteng
Department of
Sport, Arts, Culture
and Recreation.
The CDC will
contribute to
black economic
empowerment
(BEE), job
creation and
poverty
alleviation,
hoping to attract
private buyers
and the corporate
sector. It’s an ideal
space to source
corporate gifts.
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AEROPHOBIA
~ The fear of air.

There are lots of things to be scared of. Insurance needn’t be one of them.
At Alexander Forbes, we’ve learnt a thing or two over the years about putting motor and household
insurance-related fears to rest. We provide the widest cover with the least exclusions, and we give
you the option of an up-front discount on your premium when you sign up with us, which puts money
back into your pocket immediately. We also give each of our clients their own personal consultant
who deals exclusively with their policy and all matters pertaining to it. Simply, we make insuring as
effortless and as comprehensive as possible. Because we believe that while some fears in life might
need to be accepted, insurance-related fears are just irrational.
www.aﬁ.co.za

Tel: 0860 111 234

Terms and Conditions Apply.

Your World is our World
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Shelley Point way of life
A newly established
property on the West
Coast offers a luxurious
and peaceful break. Just
an hour from Cape Town,
Shelley Point Hotel,
Country Club and Spa
(022 742 1508. www.
shelleypointhotel.
co.za) has luxury suites
and garden villas.
Recently taken over
by hotelier specialists,
Queensgate Hotels
and Leisure, expect a
stress-free break with
all the necessary and
not-so-necessary but
delightful amenities.
There are plenty of
activities available for
fitness fanatics, like an
in-house gym and a ninehole golf course. If you
came to just relax, the
pool and spa are great

One Juice
reader can
win a Shelley Point
Hotel getaway worth
R15 300. The prize
includes three nights
(Thursday, Friday and
Saturday or Friday,
Saturday and Sunday)
for two people in a
luxury en-suite room
with full, unlimited use
of the hydro facilities.
You’ll also get
breakfast, lunch and
drinks as well as a
three-course dinner
and complimentary
bottle of wine for every
day that you’re there.

A chartered cruise, two
wellness treatments
per room per day and
sundowner champagne
and snacks keep you
festive. Enjoy unlimited
golfing and have a
laugh with tableside
magician Robin
Boltman at dinner. A
free airport transfer to
and from Cape Town
airport is available.
To enter, SMS
“Shelley”, your
name, surname and
hometown to 34001
before 1 October. SMS
costs R2. See pg 58 for
competition rules.

September heralds the launch of the two-day Kaelo Responsible Business
Summit 2009 at Turbine Hall in Newtown, Johannesburg.
The summit will bring together thought leaders from corporate South Africa, non-governmental organisations, the
government and South African communities to uncover and examine world trends in social development. For more
information, visit www.kaelosa.com or www.kaelowm.com.

Biz
books
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WIN

the hotel’s restaurant is
a treat with seafood like
crayfish, snoek, kingklip
and mussels on the menu.

Why We Want You To
Be Rich Donald Trump
and Robert Kiyosaki
(Rich Publishing, R270)
Donald (the floppyhaired billionaire) and
Robert (author of Rich
Dad, Poor Dad) reveal
why they’ve made it
and we haven’t.
They discuss
social politics
and education
as a precursor to
success, and show
why property is
key. The common
theme: financial
literacy is the core
motivator for raising
your bank balance. KC

juice « September 2009

How I Made It: 40
Successful Entrepreneurs
Reveal How They Made
Millions Rachel Bridge
(Kogan Page, R180) An
exciting account of
how 40 entrepreneurs
turned their ideas into
millions. The individuals’
stories give insight
into the challenges,
financial obstacles and
corporate red tape
encountered with
start-up businesses.
Inspiring and
fascinating for any
optimistic dreamer
who needs
that extra push
to succeed. KC

WIN

Samsonite’s new X’blade collection
takes practicality to a new level with a
host of nifty features for your peace of mind. With a
hard-wearing polyester exterior and a multi-tasking
interior, your valuables – whatever their shape or
size – are safely stowed away and
ready to travel. This range has a 10year warranty, showing just how
reliable Samsonite is. Call 031 266
0620 or visit www.samsonite.com
for stockists. One lucky Juice
reader will wheel away
with a Samsonite X’blade
Business Case on Wheels
worth R2 095. To enter,
SMS “Samsonite16” to
34001 before 1 October.
SMS costs R2. See pg 58
for competition details.
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places to start. Kids are
welcome and can be kept
occupied at the supervised
play centre. Dining at

COVER INTERVIEW HLUBI MBOYA

HLUBI
AND THE CITY
She’s an accomplished actress, an activist, media
sweetheart, hot dancer, and an all-round favourite
Jo’burg party girl. Hlubi Mboya — who plays HIVpositive Nandipha in Isidingo — is a ball of warm,
bubbling energy as Ella Onassis ﬁnds out.

N

ote to self: her name is Hlubi, not Nandipha.
She doesn’t really live on Horizon Deep.
She lives in Randburg, Johannesburg (a
place she “totally loves”). Don’t ask about long-haired
Johnny mooning after her or Parsons [her on-screen
ex-husband] and his new wife … It’s not really her.
But when I meet her I almost call her Nan
and do, in fact, ask her all of the above. Because
though Hlubi Mboya replaced Manaka Ranaka
as Nandipha nine years ago in 2000, there is
no other Nan. And she believes it too.
“I’ve been playing Nandipha in Isidingo for nine years.
It’s my first and longest acting job and it’s the best
training ground for any actor. The level of discipline
is high – you have to learn lines every day. And I love
Nan. She’s in a rebirth stage. She’s finding it good to be
found attractive again. I want her to experience life as a
single woman. I want Nan to finally learn to kick butt!”
But Hlubi, 31, has none of Nan’s baggage. She may
“identify with her”, but she’s essentially a girl about
town, buzzing here, shlebbing there, often seen
with her sister – fabulous fashion and beauty
tabloid journalist Kuli Roberts – who
unnerves most people with her
weekly “Bitches Brew” column in
the Sunday World newspaper.
“Kuli gives me tips on style,
on musts or mustn’ts.” Like?
“Like never stay out after
2am. Nothing good ever
happens after that.” They
love each other but
“steal each other’s
clothes and
fight – especially
when she
bumps into
me wearing
something
of hers!”
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Hlubi isn’t married but her love life is thriving. She’s
madly in love with long-term live-in partner Kirsten
Arnold: “We’ve been together for five years. What
I love about him is that he’s crazy like me. We love
the outdoors, we’ve got the same sense of humour
and we love to cook – seafood and pasta mainly. We
love to travel. We’ve learnt to compromise for the
sake of sanity. Peace over war … He’s gorgeous!
“I met him on 31 December 2003. I was dating
someone else at the time and when that ended, my
friends kept instigating hook-ups between us and
I thought, ‘Why not?’ I don’t do grieving. I do
do rebound!” Hlubi has no doubt she is going to
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Never stay out after
2am. Nothing good ever
happens after that
marry Kirsten: “He’s the one. I want to have a
honeymoon in Cuba or the Caribbean.” If she says
she wants something, you can be sure it’s going
to happen. Hlubi is one determined whirlwind!
Kirsten Arnold, you don’t stand a chance.
And neither does Hollywood. “I want to do film.
I want to be on the silver screen. My ultimate
movie role would be sci-fi, a Lara Croft-type role
where I save the world from extinction.”
As an Aids ambassador, she does a lot of public
speaking throughout SA and the continent on the
dangers and stigma of the HI virus, often speaking at
schools. Of course, playing HIV-positive Nandipha helps.
“Being in the public eye means I have a platform that
I have to use responsibly. I am striving for a new
HIV-free generation. I’m also an ambassador
for the World Food Programme. I believe that
hunger is unacceptable in the 21st century.”

Originally from Langa in Cape Town, Hlubi is part of
a big family. She has four siblings and her parents each
had nine brothers and sisters. She spent a few years
in the US with her parents who went there to study
but returned and graduated from Rustenburg Girls
High. She dropped out of university – she was studying
labour law and politics at UCT – to head for Jo’burg.
“I fell in love with the concrete jungle. I stayed with
my DJ-cousin Bad Boy T and waitressed, slept on his
couch and went to cool parties. Jo’burg …” she muses,
“It’ll make or break you. It’s an unforgiving city but it
turns you into a survivor. I never looked back. I went to
an agent and pleaded for a chance. I had no experience
but I had drive and ambition and confidence.”
Isidingo were auditioning for a new Nan and her
break came when she in no uncertain terms told
(Isidingo’s semi-reformed gangster) Georgie Zamdela
to bugger off. “I had nothing to lose.” The producers
clearly loved her style. Yes, you can thank Lady Luck,
says Hlubi, but you have to knock on doors too.
Locally, Hlubi admires fellow soapie actors
Michelle Botes and Chris Beasley and internationally,
Susan Sarandon and “beacon of light” Charlize
Theron, who has “paved the way”.
Hlubi says she’s a people person, a socialiser, someone
who loves dancing – “I’ll dance anywhere” – and
someone with a kick-butt alter ego. “I work out a lot.
I love kata boxing and t’ai chi. It lets out some energy;
I need that. I’m so active. I’ve got ants in my pants.”
All sunshine and roses? “No, believe it or not I can
be excruciatingly shy when introduced to new people
and I have a dark side I’d love to express on film.”
But basically she’s easy-going, she says. “It
takes a lot to anger me. I’m a lover not a fighter,
although I’ve got a temper. I learnt at an early
age to reign it in. You know … yin and yang.”
But be warned: there are times when you
should not mess with Hlubi: “When I’m hungry,
when I need to go to the toilet and when I need
to sleep!” We wonder if she sleeps at all …

FAST
FACTS
DOB 2 March 1978
Stage and screen
Hlubi played
Grail in the South
African short film,
Shogun Khumalo Is
Dying!, in 2006 and
graced the stage
as an effervescent
Tinkerbell in Peter
Pan, alongside Tobie
Cronjé, in 2007.
She progressed to
round six in Strictly
Come Dancing in
2008. She’s appeared
on the cover of
Elle and True Love
magazines and has
been ranked among
FHM’s 100 Sexiest
Women in the
World five times.
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Kasi vibes in the suburbs
Sip a cappuccino European-style in Soweto or scoop up samp and
beans, African-style, in suburbia. That’s Jozi!
Mama Tembo’s Café (cnr Fourth Ave and Seventh
St, Linden. 011 912 7770) opened its doors about
six months ago and became an instant hit. That’s
because owner Gerhard Schoonraad is the big daddy
of shebeen-style restaurants in the suburbs. (He’s the
original owner of Mama’s Shebeen in Greenside.)
Mama Tembo’s is hard to miss as it sits cheekily
on one of Linden’s busiest corners, shouting out with
bright colours and authentic chic-shack style. It has
boldness and an attitude that is synonymous with
township life.

17
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The menu offers a fusion of African and South
African cuisine, from delicious starters to salads –
Mama’s Salad, for example, is a flavourful combination
of beetroot, avo, Gorgonzola and pear (R49). Expect
substantial mains – Muntu’s Mixed Platter for two
(R239) has seafood, meat, chicken, samp and beans
and pap: a feast.
On Sundays, Mama Tembo’s shows off the other side
of its multi-cultural menu with a R69 lunch special. It’s
traditional boerekos with roast meats, roast potatoes
and sweet pumpkin, ending with a regte SA dessert.

to 20 September: the Russian Kuban Cossack Dance Company
performs in SA for the ﬁrst time. With a history that dates back to
1811, it’s the oldest Russian folk circus around. Tickets start at
R135 per person and Emperors Palace plays host to the shows.

September 2009
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Popular
romantic
ballet, Giselle,
graces the
Mandela Stage
at the Jo’burg
Theatre until
20 September.
The tragic love
story was first
choreographed
by Jean Coralli
and Jules Perrot
in 1841 and first
performed in
South Africa
in 1947. It tells
the tale of a
prince who falls
in love with a
peasant girl,
and of her love
for him, which
is stronger
than betrayal
and death.

Tickets cost
between R50
and R270 and
bookings can be
made through
Computicket
(083 915 8000).
For info, visit
www.
saballet
theatre.
co.za.

MAP IT OUT
A cool new map store offers travellers a sense of direction.
Maps & Travel (Rivonia Village Shopping Centre,
cnr Rivonia Blvd and Mutual Rd. 011 807 5470)
has opened in Rivonia. A welcome addition
for serious holiday planners, the store stocks
a wide selection of wall maps, street guides,
road atlases, and travel guides and books.
And if you’re planning to travel to the back
of nowhere, don’t worry: they sell maps of

destinations considered “off the beaten track”,
too. Map customisation is also on offer for
corporates and educational maps are available
for primary and secondary school learners.
The owners say that if they don’t have
what you’re looking for, they’ll get it for you.
GPS systems are also in store. The bonus?
Maps & Travel is open six days a week.
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My town
Fiona Ingram, author of the recent children’s
adventure novel, The Secret of the Sacred
Scarab, shows us her side of Jo’burg.
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uiet writing time
takes place in
a cosy office at
the back of my house,
overlooking a courtyard
with a fountain, stone
benches, a lily pond
and greenery. I have a
big basket for my dogs
Chloe and Jasper. With
Jasper’s snoring (which
can be soothing) and loud
music (either classical
or ’80s and ’90s stuff),
it’s the best place to be.
If Jo’burg were a person
she’d be Tina Turner:
timeless, graceful yet
raunchy, and always with
new, fresh things to offer.

I love spending a night
at The Michelangelo
(Nelson Mandela Square,
West St, Sandton. 011
282 7000). The setting is
sumptuous and it’s right
in the heart of things.
I’ve always come back
to two restaurants:

011 783 4930) for the
best crème brûlée,
and Sophia’s (Mall of
Rosebank, Cradock
Ave. 011 880 7356)
for the best salmon.
I enjoy Jo’burg for
what it has to offer and
she gets whatever that is

You’re talking to someone
who thinks the funfair Ferris
wheel is totally dangerous!
O’galito’s (Benmore
Gardens Shopping
Center, cnr Grayston
and West St, Sandton.

first. The cultural scene
makes it special for me.
The downside is too
much traffic; people

become rude and
impatient. On the other
hand, Jo’burgers respond
quickly when there
are pleas for help for
a worthy cause. It
has a warm heart.
For fun, I love antique
fairs, flea markets and
book fairs. And meeting
friends for coffee

to chat and watch
the world wag by.
Jo’burg’s an adventure:
you can skydive or
bungee jump, or visit
a game reserve. I save
adventure for my
books. You’re talking
to someone who thinks
the funfair Ferris wheel
is totally dangerous!
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MORE FEST, MORE FUN

FE
RO STIV
UN AL
D-U
P

Wondering where the masses will gather in September? Join them and get festive.

WHALE HOUSE ROCK
As southern right whales make their annual
return to the waters of Walker Bay, Hermanus
locals are preparing the quiet town for
another Hermanus Whale Festival.
From 24 to 27 September, “the only enviro-arts
festival in the country” will again celebrate these
majestically mammoth marine mammals. This
year, festival organisers have secured the SAB
Mobile stage to entertain revellers on Market
Square. Over 20 local artists will be performing
during the course of the festival, and evening
entertainment includes a country evening, comedy
evening and Abba evening. The laughs continue
with restaurant comedy evenings, where four of
SA’s funniest comedians, including Eddie Eckstein,
supply the laughs while you enjoy your dinner.
Craft marquees, street entertainers, car shows
and sports events will keep you occupied between
whale sightings. For more information call 028
313 0928 or check out www.whalefestival.co.za.

ALOE, ALOE
Albertinia hosts the annual Albertinia Aloe
Festival (028 735 2800) from 24 to 27 September.
Townsfolk kick off the festivities with a spring
concert featuring well-known choirs and local talent.
The next day starts with the Ladies Breakfast at
the Albertinia Hotel (61 Main Rd. 028 735 1030).
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From 2pm, the celebrations start in earnest when
wine-tasting stalls and the beer garden open. Don’t
miss the potjiekos competitions, paintball, quadbiking, mini-soccer matches and jumping castles for
the kids, with live music throughout the weekend.
Sunday brings out the gospel singers, belting out
songs from 11am, before wholesome Sunday
lunch is made available for all to indulge in.
To find out more about the event, call 082
449 0925 or visit www.albertinia.co.za.

STRAWBERRY FIELDS FOREVER
It’s time for strawberries – and they don’t
come juicier than at the Outeniqua Country
Hop Strawberry Festival in George. Redberry
Farm (044 870 7123) in Geelhoutboom hosts the
annual family-friendly festivities, which kick off
on 25 September from 1pm until about 8pm.
Live evening entertainment includes the
Cossack Stunt Academy on horseback and a bit
of fire dancing. The next day at 8am, Run Walk
for Life warms up the festivities with their 5km
event, before the acrobatic return of the
Cossack horse riders. If the live music,
beer garden, strawberry-inspired eating
competitions and Three Chameleons Golf
Day (044 876 9988) aren’t enough, why not
pick your own strawberries from the fields?
For more info, call 083 348 2129 or check
out www.outeniquacountryhop.co.za.

Decadence has
come to town with
the launch of the
One&Only hotel’s
Patisserie (021
431 5222). It’s part
of celebrity chef
Gordon Ramsay’s
maze restaurant
and gives diners
the chance to
witness the world
of pastry chefs.
On the creative
team is Dimo
Simatos, former
regional head
pastry chef and
chocolatier for
iconic chocolate
brand Lindt
& Sprüngli.
Delicacies range
from classic butter
croissants and
apricot brownies
to couverture
chocolate sticks.
The bonus is
that they’re all
available for
take-away.
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Spin me right round
Specialist music stores are helping make vinyl and
independent music a force to be reckoned with.
The quirky interior of
Mabu Vinyl (2 Rheede
St, Gardens. 021 423
7635) carries a large
selection of new and
second-hand vinyl,
CDs and DVDs across
just about every genre
imaginable, from the
1950s onwards. You’re
sure to stumble across
a few priceless gems.
If you’re looking for
that rare African
album, then look no
further. The African
Music Store (134 Long
St. 021 426 0857)
is bound to have it
somewhere among the
thousands of new CDs,
DVDs and seriously
remarkable artworks
that it stocks.
Always
chilled,
always
friendly
and
always
ready with
a solution.

The trendy Hi-Five Music
and Clothing Store (34
Kloof St, 5 Mooikloof
Centre. 021 422 5455)
prides itself on delivering
the total music-buying
experience, from toys,
stickers, patches, clothing
and accessories to their
massive catalogue of
contemporary vinyl, CDs
and DVDs. Nothing overly
commercial here, but
niche tastes find a home.

also find a wide range of
metal and disco crammed
into the friendly space, as
well as a room dedicated
entirely to jazz. Rock on!
Different name, same
great vinyl. The jocks
from Syndicate Records
decided to re-launch and
re-brand themselves as
Soul II Soul (Shop 3, St
Stephens Church, 102
Bree St. 021 422 0615
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You’ll also ﬁnd a wide range
of metal and disco crammed
into the friendly space, as well
as a room dedicated entirely to
jazz. Rock on!
Revolution Records’
(85 Lower Main Rd,
Observatory. 082 764
2198) LP inventory reads
like a collector’s list of
classic rock from the
1960s onwards. But you’ll

or souliisoul@iafrica.
com). They cater for most
mainstream tastes while
still offering a range
of speciality records
second to none, as well as
second-hand vinyl.
September 2009
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Shiraz me,
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Shiraz me not

“Shiraz Country” – as Riebeek Valley is
known by some – is home to the Shiraz &
Art Weekend from 19 to 20 September. “It’s
a weekend of tapas and oysters rather than
boerewors rolls; chocolates on your pillow
rather than porta-loos; homegrown and
organic rather than made-in-China plastic,”
says promoter Sue Pugh. Well-known artists
reside in the valley and they inspired the
first Shiraz weekend in 2005. Resident artists
include Hannetjie de Clercq, Basil Friedlander
and Annette Rall. For the duration of
the weekend, expect Shiraz specials and
restaurant menus inspired by the ruby-red
vintage. Browse the outdoor markets for
wines, olive products and fresh crayfish off
the braai. Visit www.riebeekvalley.info.
6Wab]`g]\RWa^ZOg

LEST
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FORGET
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TT

he Lwandle Migrant
Labour Museum
near Somerset West
is a grim reminder of
the living conditions
that migrant labourers
were forced to endure.
Much like Robben
Island and the District
Six Museum, Lwandle
preserves the truth of
events that transpired
during apartheid.
“Lwandle” means
“sea” in Xhosa

and speaks of
the settlement’s
proximity to the ocean.
Established in 1958,
the location housed a
hostel for all migrant
labourers – mostly from
the Eastern Cape – who
came to Cape Town to
work in factories or on
farms. This museum
tells their story.
After SA’s first
democratic elections,
the hostels were

converted into familystyle accommodation
and a vibrant
community sprung
up around it.
Experience a guided
tour that takes you
through the streets
of the township. The
walk also takes you to
the Hector Pieterson
Library, and the
infamous Hostel 33.
For more information,
visit www.lwandle.com.

MAGICAL
MENAGERIE
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butterfly species are currently
flapping their wings in SA. Visit
www.sabutterflies.co.za for more.
September 2009
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Fine Hospitality & Superb Cuisine
Tel: 023 614 2351 Email: info@mimosa.co.za
www.mimosa.co.za

Just two hours from Cape Town, nestled at the
foothills of the majestic Langeberg mountains,
Mimosa Lodge is the perfect place to get away from
the city. Come and enjoy a slower pace of life.
The Lodge is a delightful retreat with an enviable
reputation for personal attention, hospitality and
care. Enjoy the tranquillity of the oasis-like garden
or take a refreshing swim in our heated pool.
Multiple-award winning Mimosa Restaurant is
renowned for its superb cuisine. Run by ownerchef Bernhard Hess, the emphasis is on local, fresh,
seasonal produce.
Montagu is the perfect place for that romantic
WEDDING and with all the mountains in the area
there is an array of activities for TEAM BUILDING.
Enquire about our wedding venue and conference
room.
Visit our website for all our events and specials.

Grand ol’ dame turns 60

O

ne of Cape Town’s
most beloved
modern cultural and
entertainment icons, The
Labia (68 Orange St. 021
424 5927), is celebrating
her 60th. Originally
opened in 1949 by an
Italian princess, Labia,
as a performance space
and ballroom, this grand
ol’ dame of Orange Street
is still going strong.

The space was bought by
Ludi Kraus in the ’80s, who
transformed it into a fourscreen cinema complex.
Hugely popular with the
bohemian and alternative
population of the City Bowl,
The Labia harks back to
the days of the bioscope.
Ticket booths and Art
Deco marble foyers usher
the viewer into intimate
screening theatres, butter

popcorn is made with real
butter, and the doormen
and box office salespeople
complete the experience.
A cosy, licensed coffee
bar caters for pre-, mid- or
post-film drinks, while the
chocolate bar will satisfy
any sweet tooth. You’re also
likely to get a good deal:
the Labia runs specials on
various weeknights with
neighbouring restaurants.
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TO THE
MANOR BORN

Free your Airways.
Quick relief for a blocked nose.
s
octor’
The D Choice
No.1

Quick relief for a blocked nose
For infants

For children up
to 6 years

For adults and
schoolchildren

Madison 74287

Merck (Pty) Ltd, Reg. No.: 1970/004059/07, 1 Friesland Drive, Longmeadow Business Estate South, Modderfontein 1645. Tel: 011 372 5000 Fax: 011 372 5252. Call Centre Number: 08611 MERCK (63725)
S1 Proprietary Name (and dosage form): ILIADIN 0,01% Nose Drops. Pharmacological Classiﬁcation: A.16.1 Nasal Decongestants Composition: Each 1ml of solution contains 0,100mg Oxymetazoline
hydrochloride and 0,01% m/v Benzalkonium chloride as preservative. Registration No. 34/16.1/0366. S1 Proprietary Name (and dosage form): ILIADIN Paediatric 0,025% Metered Spray and Nose
Drops. Pharmacological Classiﬁcation: A.16.1 Nasal Decongestants Composition: Each 1ml of solution contains 0,25mg Oxymetazoline hydrochloride and 0,015% m/v Benzalkonium chloride as preservative.
Registration No. V/16.1/296. S1 Proprietary Name (and dosage form): ILIADIN 0,05% Nose Drops and Spray. Pharmacological Classiﬁcation: A.16.1 Nasal Decongestants Composition: Each 1ml of
solution contains 0,5mg Oxymetazoline hydrochloride and 0,1mg Benzalkonium chloride as preservative. Registration No. H1400 & H1597 (Act 101/1965).
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Familyfriendly
folk
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An effervescent music scene like Durban’s means the best venues in the country, naturally.
Burn (16 Walls Ave, Greyville. 082 325 9746) is the
undisputed ruler of alt-rock venues in the city. It has
two indoor levels and an open-air seating area to rest
ringing eardrums between bands. The atmosphere is
edgy, the drinks cheap and the music always blasting.
Open Wednesday, Friday and Saturday nights.
BAT Centre (45 Maritime Place, Small Craft Harbour,
Victoria Embankment. 031 332 0451) is a community
centre focused on celebrating arts and culture. It’s
Durban’s most eclectic venue with Funky’s Restaurant
and Bar, exhibition spaces and craft shops. Funky’s
hosts live jazz, rock, R&B and reggae from Thursdays to
Sundays, and specialises in local cuisine.
Thunder Road Rock Diner (136 Florida Rd,
Morningside. 031 303 3440) is quickly turning into
one of Durban’s hottest hangouts. Whether you’re a
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bearded ZZ Top fan, like hotrods or wear skinny jeans,
there’s something for you. There are no trends, the vibe
is chilled and everyone is here for one thing – the love
of music. Catch the free open-mic nights every Tuesday.
Zulu Jazz Lounge (231 Anton Lembede St. 031 304
2373) is where the jazz aficionados and cool cats hang.
The downtown venue is suave and sophisticated with
an authentic African ambience and some smooth tunes
to jive the night away. But it’s not only for jazz lovers
– indie, soul and R&B bands play regularly.

If you like your music as
fresh as your air, make
your way to the White
Mountain Folk Festival
(White Mountain Lodge.
082 892 6176 or www.
whitemountain.co.za)
from 24 to 27 September.
Laid-back acoustic music,
a choice of outdoor
activities, arts and crafts,
food stalls and a beer
market, as well as all the
facilities of the lodge – all
for the price of one ticket.
You’ll be kicking back
near Giant’s Castle in
the central Drakensberg,
approximately 200km
from Durbs and 34km
from Estcourt. SA’s top
and up-and-coming
bands will be showcasing
their softer sides. Tickets
from Computicket at
R450 or at the gate for
R500; children under 12
pay R50. Entry includes
camping for the weekend.

Society (178 Florida Rd. 031 312 3213) is for you
if you like music in a trendy, opulent setting. More
bar/restaurant than live venue, the bands here
are carefully selected and always brilliant. It’s got
some of the finest sushi and tastiest cocktails.
Pricier than others, but worth the experience.
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The annual Witness
Hilton Arts Festival
happens from 18 to 20
September. Nestled in the
charming surrounds of Hilton
College in the Midlands, the
festival boasts a formidable
line-up. Catch Michael
Frayne’s Noises Off, billed as
the flagship production of
this year’s festival. Cabaret
and music shows will play
at the intimate Fleur de Lis
venue and art displays will
be scattered throughout the
grounds. A series of Thinkfest
lectures will be on offer, aimed
at furthering the cause of
theatre in SA. Tickets and
accommodation are in short
supply and high demand, so
call the Hilton College Theatre
(033 383 0126) to book.

TO REMEMBER
Architectural artist Doung Anwar
Jahangeer hosts walking tours
of Durban at no charge.
Doung describes Citywalk (073 515 13080)
as “a humble walk downtown”, but anyone
who’s been on one of his excursions
will argue that it’s so much more.
Durban first attracted Doung in 1992, when
he arrived with the intention of studying
architecture at UKZN. Since then, the
relationship between the Mauritian-born
professional and the city has grown so much that
he has to share it. “When I arrived, everyone had
advice on where to go and where not to go. My
new home was hijacked by the ‘fear industry’.
I decided to go for a walk to find out for myself.”
Doung found a place filled with ordinary people
making their way to work, conducting business
or going about the tending of their homes. “I’m
obligated to share what I’ve observed. I have a
responsibility towards the people I’ve developed
relationships with along the route … The people
that bring humanity to these ‘fearful’ spaces.”
He also designed
the Spaza-De-MoveOn, a fold-up shopA^OhO2S
on-wheels inspired
;]dS=\
by informal traders
in the city centre,
winning the South
Award for it at the
2009 Design Indaba.
Doung hopes to
take the Spaza-DeMove-On into the
commercial arena.
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DESTINATION

BLOEMFONTEIN

Windmills,

pumpkins
&proteas
Maria Maan, formerly Mary Moon,
ditched the pretty image and
now pays homage to Africa.

City dining in the company of animals.
Restaurant 101 (Willow
Lake Protea Hotel,
101 Henry St. 051 412
5400) overlooks the
Bloemfontein Zoo’s
elephant, gemsbok and
springbok enclosures,
so expect a novel dining
and sleepover experience
when you stop here.
Book a zoo-facing
room and get to hear
the lions roaring at

night, watch elephants
eating their super-size
dinner in full view,
and gemsbok grazing
below your window.
Meals in summer are
served on the terrace,
just a stone’s throw from
the elephants. Guests
can even use the hotel’s
gate to access the zoo.
At 101, there is a
contemporary menu

3

filled with delicious
combinations. The
rack of lamb with
truffle mash, red wine
and rosemary sauce
and mixed peppers
(R130) is a favourite,
while the caramelised
pear, Parmesan cheese
and rocket salad with
honey drizzle (R90)
will satisfy any selfrespecting herbivore.

to 6 September: set the weekend aside
for the Gariep Festival in Kimberley, 90
minutes from Bloem. Appearances by
Deon Meyer, Nataniël, Marc Lottering and
Bok van Blerk will ignite the sleepy town.
Visit www.gariepfees.co.za for info.
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Who’s who in the zoo

Bone and silver cutlery form a mural,
Ouma’s teapots line the walls, a windmill
sits on the sideboard and tin crockery
reminds you of farm days. Maria Maan
(Loch Logan Waterfront, Henry St. 051
448 0183) is big on nostalgia and African
cuisine. The new Taste of Africa menu
features African dishes and new ideas.
Try saffron chakalaka
with pap, three
cheeses, samp and
beans or rice.
The Malaysian
curries, tempura
prawns with
watermelon jam
and a platter of
spinach and sweet
potato fritters, marog
and deep-fried pap, are
delicious. The butternutsoup cappuccino with
sunflower seed dukkah
lives up to its interesting
name. Breakfast is
served according to
preference: have
porridge with milk and
sugar, sour milk or
butter. Main courses
from R50 to R70.

TRAVEL

Between the

sand
and the

Robyn Hodson and three old friends — Piers, Patrick
and Tazz — reunite from London, Cape Town and
Perth to enjoy camping on the lonely landscapes
of the Richtersveld. Meandering downstream in
canoes and camping on river banks, they feel
like the only small group of people on earth.
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sky

There is something special

there’s the river, meandering grey and golden between
banks of brilliant green willow and ebony trees.
The adventure begins at base camp, about an eighthour drive from Cape Town – a little longer if you’re in
a slightly creaky Toyota with Grandma Piers driving.
Busting for a cold beer after a long day of travel, we
luckily stumbled into dinner and could relax and
introduce ourselves to the other members of the trip.
For the less-seasoned campers out there, don’t be
fooled by night one. There are showers, flushing toilets
and lights to guide your way. You won’t see these again.
The morning is a good time to pack. Most of the
rafting companies use inflatable two-man crocs (big,
indestructible canoes). Some also use hard-body
Mohawks. Now, from my experience, the latter move
faster through the water but you stand far less chance
of turning over (if you have a rowdy rapid rider in the
back – you know who you are) when in an inflatable.
The rafting companies know their clientele and have
an extremely organised system to keep refreshments
cool. Patrick and Piers took note and ensured we had a
huge, fully packed cooler in each canoe for easy access.
The company then replenishes your supply halfway
through the trip. Genius. You don’t have to worry about

BVWa^OUSQZ]QYeWaS
T`][b]^ZSTbBVS
W\b`S^WRb`OdSZZS`a)g]c`
=`O\US@WdS`[]RS
]Tb`O\a^]`b)À]ObW\U
T]`Tc\)O\c\PSObOPZS
@WQVbS`adSZRac\aSb

>6=B=5@/>6G(@=0G<6=2A=<8C:7/A>@3<53@
;=<7?C3;=C7AA73

about going on an adventure with old friends. You’ve
been through good and bad and you know you can
travel together. So, you should’ve known when you
asked Patrick what to bring and he helpfully suggested
a sleeping bag, one change of shorts and 12 cases of
beer, that you should have consulted his wife, Tazz.
You would then have benefitted from a comfy tent,
blow-up sleeping mat, gloves and beanie, rafting
shoes, firelighters and SPF 50 sun block. You wouldn’t
have had to drink 5ℓ of red wine on night one in order
to inflate the papsak for a pillow, or used your extra
shorts balanced precariously over your head as daily
protection from the relentless sun.
Our travel destination for the week was the Orange
River. Five blissful days of peace and quiet with a
river-rafting company, canoeing lazily through the
extraordinary Richtersveld Transfrontier National Park.
I say extraordinary because this semi-desert is
completely unique. Half of all the plants here don’t
exist anywhere else on earth. Dry sands glint and rocks
shine Mars-like red. Nothing moves but the fairy flicker
of a hungry kingfisher. The ancient volcanic mountains
look punched and folded by giant hands. And then
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TRAVEL

food as the guides carry it all and your sleeping bag and
extra pair of shorts – if not on your head – go in a sealed
waterproof drum in your canoe. Once you’re ready to
roll, the guides give the safety chats for riding rapids
(with long-suffering looks sideways at Pat and Piers),
then show the group a little about manoeuvring with
the canoes and you’re off.
Days are spent enjoying the beauty of the desert and
its surrounds from the river, tying the canoes together
and lolling in and over the side as well as happily
bantering with other members of the group. Every now
and then, a dramatic canyon forces the river further
and faster over rapids, and with it the yells and shrieks
of at least one canoe party stuck on a rock. Beers can be

Every now and then a dramatic
canyon forces the river further
and faster over rapids, and with
it the yells and shrieks of at least
one canoe party stuck on a rock

listening for the searching cry of the fish eagle and
witnessing the romance of a pink sunset that turns the
desert floor rose. And boy, did we laugh. I suppose the
only joy in being picked up by the truck at the end and
driven back to base camp was saying goodbye to Doug,
the toilet spade.
Things to remember: pack warmly and take a tent for
autumn and winter nights. Don’t poke at scorpions with
sticks. Try not to find a diamond – they will find you.
Climb up to the fluorspar mine – the view is worth it.
Take some chunks back and watch what
happens when you throw them on the
fire – stand back! Go and sit quietly in
the desert – its mysteries become clearer
when you’re still. Get some SPF 50.
For info, call 083 463 4435 or email
michelle@justtheplanet.com.

1Z]QYeWaST`][b]^
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(and often are) popped before lunchtime. Lunch stops
allow for exploration, leg-stretching and light power
naps. “Nappy-running” smaller rapids – in life jackets
worn like nappies – is key to group bonding, as are
pointless stretches of canoe-racing … Because you can.
My favourite time of day was when we’d pull into
camp. It signalled the end of a usually long stretch
of hard rowing and the beginning of an entertaining
evening. The guides would cook hearty, tasty meals out
of seemingly nothing. Tazz and I would set up camp
(the hardcore among us would simply unfurl sleeping
bags), and Pat and Piers would locate the hugest dead
tree in the desert to hack at with a Leatherman and
haul back to the communal group fire. The rest of the
evening would be spent telling stories, singing loudly
and out of tune, and going to sleep under the white
brilliance of the Milky Way.
Good friends or family are essential on this type of
tour. Together we shared the magnificence of the daily
changing sand-scapes, drifting quietly downstream,
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SERVICE DIRECTORY
TO ADVERTISE HERE CONTACT:
Eva Morris
021-417 1274
eva.morris@newmediapub.co.za
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FUN & GAMES
TO
HOW

Remain cool as a cucumber

Sweating bullets about an upcoming presentation or
speech? Follow these simple tips and you’ll come off
looking like a pro.
1. Familiarise yourself.

4. Some nerves and

6. If all else fails, picture

Arrive early, explore
the surroundings and
rehearse speaking on
the microphone.

jitters can be expected,
but try relaxing by
employing minimeditation exercises.
Deep, rhythmical
breathing usually helps
by slowing the heartbeat.

the audience naked. That
usually makes all the
nerves disappear.

2. Know your audience.
Introduce yourself to
early birds as they arrive.
It’s easier to speak to
friends than strangers.

3. Practise! The better

ALMOST TRUE

you know your material,
the better your speech
will flow.

7. Should speeches
become recurring horrors
in your life, join a local
public-speaking club.

5. Don’t apologise
to the audience or
draw attention to your
shortcomings and
nerves. Chances are
most of them haven’t
noticed anything.

Farrah Fawcett OUT OF THE

2. She played the role of
Kris Munroe in popular
’70s show, Charlie’s Angels,
and left the show after
only one season to pursue
her career in modelling
and feature films.
3. Career highlights
include the movies
Logan’s Run, Extremities
and acclaimed TV movie,

4. She agreed to marry
long-time companion
Ryan O’Neal days before
she passed away, however
they did not tie the knot.
5. The last film Farrah
starred in was The
Cookout (2004). She played
Mrs Crowley, neighbour to
an NBA star and his family.
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8C7131=;>3B7B7=<@C:3AB3@;A/<21=<27B7=<A1. Competitions aren’t open to the directors, partners, employees, consultants, publishing,
advertising and promotion agencies and associated companies of New Media Publishing, Mango and their immediate families and partners. 2. Participation
constitutes acceptance of these terms and conditions of the competition published in Juice. 3. Prizes are not transferable and cannot be exchanged for
their cash value. They exclude any other expenses incurred by winning participants. 4. Unless otherwise stated, prizes do not include transport to and from
venues or locations. 5. Terms and conditions apply to delivery of prizes. Should you live outside of an easily accessible area, alternative arrangements may
have to be made. Juice and associates will not necessarily carry the cost of these arrangements, but we will assist where possible. 6. The judge’s decision is
final and no correspondence can be entered into. 7. Mango and New Media Publishing reserve the right to make media announcements and/or publications
about competition winners. 8. If winners can’t be reached within three months, their prizes will be forfeited. 9. Prizes available while stocks last. 10. All
prizes subject to availability. 10. Prizes will only be distributed within the RSA. 11. Juice reserves the right to edit letters and unsolicited material.
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of the University of Texas
during her second year
(1967), but returned in her
later years and earned a
degree in microbiology.

The Burning Bed, for
which she garnered an
Emmy nomination.

2 IS FALSE. She played the role of
Jill Munroe. Cheryl Ladd portrayed
Kris Munroe – Jill’s younger sister
– after Farrah left the show.

1. Farrah dropped out

QUESTION
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This spunky Angel will best be remembered
for that red swimsuit pin-up poster. Can
you separate truth from tripe?

w w w. t o m c a t . c o. z a

menu
Sandwiches, subs & wraps R25.00
Meat Option*
Chicken Option*
Vegetarian Option*
*Due to varying availability, please ask
your flight attendant for today’s options.

Snacks
Assorted Sweet Muffins
Cadbury Browny
Biltong Sticks
Pringles
Assorted Bits Chips
Salted Peanuts
Smarties Mini Eggs
Jelly Tots
Assorted Jelly Sweets
Chocolate Bar

R16.00
R16.00
R23.00
R16.00
R9.00
R9.00
R12.00
R12.00
R10.00
R9.00

Mango Kiddies Box

R28.00

Cold drinks
Tab/Coke Lite
Coke
Tonic Water
Soda Water
Tomato Cocktail
Appletiser
Grapetiser
Ginger Ale
Lemonade
Dry Lemon
Mineral Water Still
Mineral Water Sparkling
Fruit Juice
Assorted Flavoured Milk

R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R9.00
R10.00

Hot drinks
R9.00
R9.00
R10.00

Coffee / Decaf Sachet
Tea
Hot Chocolate

Alcoholic beverages

>6=B=5@/>6G(7AB=19>6=B=

Combos R23.00
Mega Mufﬁn (sweet)
& Selection of Fruit Juice 200ml /
Coffee / Tea / Cold Drink 200ml

Beers & Cider
Brandy
Vodka
Gin
Whisky
Dry White Wine - Dinky
Red Wine - Dinky

R15.00
R20.00
R20.00
R20.00
R20.00
R25.00
R25.00

*All items are subject to availability.
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NEED-TO-KNOW
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Mango’s sporting effort
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M

ango has teamed up with Unicef and
SuperSport’s Let’s Play to raise funds online
for youth development through sport. And
it’s easy – simply contribute R10 towards the cause
when you book your tickets on www.flymango.com).
The initiative is Mango’s second foray into sports
development, following closely on the heels of the
soccer-inspired Dreamfields (www.dreamfields.
co.za) project in collaboration with Tempest Car Hire.
Dreamfields provides underprivileged primary schools
with soccer kits and also hosts tournaments. Fifty-two
schools have benefitted from the association so far.
“Mango has committed itself to the development of
our youth,” says CEO Nico Bezuidenhout. “Sport, in
particular soccer with its universal appeal, holds the
greatest potential to inspire and contribute to the
development of tomorrow’s leaders.”
Keep your finger on the pulse of the partnership
with Unicef and read all about the positive results
of your contributions right here in Juice.
“We hope that Guests on Mango will give
generously to development programmes,
=\bVSPOZZ(
which will change the lives of children across
;O\U]13=<WQ]
South Africa in our most disadvantaged communities,”
0ShcWRS\V]cb
says Malathi Pillai, Unicef South Africa’s deputy
representative (www.unicef.org/southafrica).
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MY SOUTH AFRICA

Starting

over

Jennifer is a businessnews presenter for
Summit TV and Sky
News’ The African
Business Report, an
entertainment-news
presenter on Gareth
Cliff’s 5FM breakfast
show, and a singer
with four albums
released in Asia.

Jennifer Su ﬁnds that starting over can bring unexpected opportunities.

“No! I’m not moving again!”
My eyes were bloodshot and swollen; I had been
up all night thinking about having to pack up
and move. I was kicking and crying like a child,
upset that this was happening to me again.
At the time, I was in Hong Kong anchoring the
primetime news on TV, had a primetime radio
show, and was an MC for top corporate galas. It
was everything I wanted – my dream life – and
it was all about to be taken away from me.
That’s what it’s like to be an expatriate wife to
a high-flying global executive. Before you’re able
to get yourself settled, it’s time to move on.
You never know when, and you never know
where to next. It’s a fantastic way to see the
world – but it can be frustrating beyond belief to
start over again … And again … And again.
After the United States, Taiwan, Thailand,
Hong Kong and China, this was going to be
move number six … To South Africa.
When I was growing up in America, South Africa
and its incredible story of human triumph had always
been very visible to me,
but I never expected that
our paths would cross.
While serving as a news
anchor in Thailand about
10 years ago, I had the
rare honour of meeting
Nelson Mandela at a
press luncheon … An
experience that affected
me profoundly. Still, never
in a million years did I ever think I’d really move here.
Well, that day came – and we moved into a highsecurity gated community in Johannesburg, and
my two little boys enrolled in school and crèche.
That was almost two years ago, and the complete
change in lifestyle – especially learning how to
deal with crime – was pretty daunting at first.

The celebrity scene is so
much fun here — with plenty
of Hollywood stars jetting in,
either for a relaxing safari
or a rocking party
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But I was determined to make it work, to be positive
for my children and to give my job hunt some serious
effort before giving up. Having a Chinese face with
an American accent (and passport) made it pretty
difficult to get in the door, but persistence and good
timing brought opportunities at 5FM and Summit
TV. I really have to thank the many people who
believed in me and have accepted me as their own.
Working in South Africa has been an incredible
experience for me. I’ve fallen in love with this amazing
country, full of energy, hope, diversity and unique
natural beauty. The safaris are out of this world, the
food and wine are fresh and delicious, and the climate
is unmatched – ah, those deep blue African skies.
The South African people are the warmest and
friendliest I’ve ever met and the celebrity scene
is so much fun here – with plenty of Hollywood
stars jetting in, either for a relaxing safari or a
rocking party. And I’m looking forward to SA
roaring proudly in the 2010 Fifa World Cup.
Being the first Asian-American in the local
South African broadcasting scene has provided
an amazing platform for helping the needy. From
reading to children in Diepsloot to visiting young
students in Soweto; singing to children in hospital
with the Smile Foundation, and working with
the United Nations initiative on gender equality
and the Walter Sisulu Foundation through the
Jenna Clifford Dream Big campaign has been
a life experience that is indescribable.
My fascination with kwaito, African gospel and
Afrikaans music is the inspiration behind my next
project: a collaborative album with South African
artists to benefit charities and to promote continuing
diplomatic relations between China and Africa.
I’m actually writing this article from the US right now,
where I’m reporting on the Michael Jackson funeral and
the Mandela Day 46664 concert in New York. And guess
what? I’m missing my friends in South Africa like crazy.
I can’t wait to get home.

YOU SHOULD SEE OUR
RIDICULOUSLY LOW RENTAL RATES.
MANGO GUESTS GET EVEN CRAZIER DEALS, SO CALL US ON
0861 TEMPEST (836 7378) OR VISIT WWW.FLYMANGO.COM TO BOOK.

THE OLD SHANGHAI FIRECRACKER FACTORY R13397

THINK THIS IS NUTS?

